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After the downfall of the real estate business under the
world-wide economic recession and 1997 confidence problem of Hong Kong
in 1982, bankers in the Colony became more cautious and prudent in
doing business. Businesses that bring fees income without heavy
capital outlay and involve relatively low risk are most welcome by
bankers. Therefore, almost everybody is rushing into the Trade
Finance business. In view of such a change, we have conducted this
research, to investigate and review the principal trade financing
activities currently engaged in by American and local banks in Hong
Kong these days.
The main body of this research is divided into four major
sections. They include the study on organisation and delegation of
authority operations of a Bills Department; risk assessment and
credit analysis; and marketing of trade finance activities in American
and local banks.
Through this study, some dissimilarities are found between these
two types of banks. They are the differences in organisational
structure and delegation of authority in the marketing department,
risk assessment criteria, and target markets selection. While both
American and local banks of similar size resemble each other in
certain aspects, such as basic operation method in the Bills
Department and increasing use of computers in aiding operations.
Given that the trading activities continue to grow and the
political instability is beginning to subside, the remaining problem
faced by Hong Kong bankers in expanding their trade finance activities
3will be how to caiture and maintain their customers who expect
increasingly more sophisticated and efficient service. These customers
have changed. They no longer select a bank solely on the grounds of
lowest price offered nor purely on a friendship basis. Instead, they
are looking for a bank that can provide them with suitable services at
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Growth of Foreign Trade in Hong Kong
Since the 1960's, Hong Kong has successfully developed into a
leading exporter of goods and services among the less developed
countries. The growth of the economy in the past two years was
predominately export-led. Despite the world recession of the past two
years and the recent political instability concerning the 1997 issue
of Hong Kong, the trade statistics showed that the exports in the past
9 months in 1983 (April to December) ranked as one of the highest
9-month export levels in the Colony's history. The firm foundation
and extreme potential of Hong Kong's export activities are once again
proved by this extraordinary achievement.
Parallel to the rapid increase in exports is the rise in imports.
Hong Kong relies almost totally on imported resources to meet the
daily needs of her dense population and production activities. The
long-term trade balance deficit in goods and services indicates the
chronic heavy importing activities in Hong Kong. In 1982, total
imports amounted to HK$142,893 million while domestic exports were
HK$83,032 million.
Hong Kong was and still is an entrepot in South East Asia. The
re-export activities have been a significant component in the Colony's
2total trade. Since 1979, there has been a marked increase in
re-exports. By 1982, ,a _growth of 6% was attained that resulted in a
re-exports level of HK$44,353 million.
All trade activities involve varying degrees of trust between
buyer and seller. Trust often comes with knowledge of the other
party, and the banks assist in this direction by obtaining status
reports for the benefit of either or both of the parties concerned.
In accompanied with this function, the intermediary financing service
offered to trade parties affixed the importance of bank in trade
activities. It is obvious that the Hong Kong banking industry is
expanding at the same pace as that of the trade activities to
facilitate the required trade financing.
Growth of the Banking Industry in Hong Kong
At the time of the founding of the Colony in the mid 1800's,
banking business in Hong Kong was handled mainly by the larger
merchant firms and operated as a department of their mercantile
business. Gradually branch offices of the English and Indian Joint
Stock banks began to operate in the Colony.
With the growth of trade and population, the first local bank was
formed in 1865 and, with a special ordinance passed in 1867, the
principal bank of the Colony-- Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation-- was formally incorporated. Ever since, the banking
industry in Hong Kong has grown tremendously both in number of banks,
3and resulting banking density.
As of the end of April 1982, there were 125 licensed banks
operating in Hong Kong. The banking sector in Hong Kong is
characteristised by multinationalism. Apart from some 31 locally
based banks incorporated in Hong Kong, 90 are incorporated outside
Hong Kong and 3 are unincorporated local banks operating under
restricted licenses, and Hong Kong also has the largest group of
Chinese banks outside the people's Republic of China. Table 1.1 shows
the distribution of licensed banks by their countries of origin.
The number of branches of licensed banks has also continued to
increase in the last few years. At the end of 1981, there were 123
banks in operation, and they maintained 1303 offices in Hong Kong. The
banking density (measured by the number of bank offices per 10,000
population) was 2.50 offices per 10,000 population at the end of 1981.
Most of the banks in Hong Kong call themselves 'commercial
banks.' However, they actually carry on mixed banking and have* become
'financial department stores'. providing a wide spectrum of services
ranging from consumer banking to corporate financing. As a result of
the high volume transactions in Hong Kong's exports and imports, many
banks-- no matter if local or foreign based-- have, in various
degree, concentrated their activities on foreign exchange and foreign
trade financing.
4TABLE 1.1
LICENSED BANKS BY COUNTRY OF INCORPORATION
a
No. of BanksCountry of Incorporation
351Iong Kong
20United State of America
9China, People's Republic of
8United Kingdom



















Source: Hong Kong Banking Fact Sheet, Hang Seng Bank
Ltd., Economic Research Department, May 1982.
a: As of the end of April 1982
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Objective and Scope of This Analysis
Hong Kong has emerged as the world's third major international
finance centre as a result of its strategic location, communication
facilities, reliable legislative system, and absence of exchange
control, etc. However, its great demand for import and export
financing also contribute to the expansion of Hong Kong's financial
sector.
With little government financial assistance to industries in Hong
Kong, banks and finance companies play a particularly important role
in providing trade financing to Hong Kong's export and import
industry. Most banks, if not all, have a special department for
handling trade financing, providing many different types of financing
instruments.
Under these circumstances, banks are under great pressure to
provide some new forms of trade financing and to improve their trade
financing activities so as to compete with other banks.
From table 1.1, American and locally based banks constitute 16%
and 28%, respectively, of the total registered licensed banks in Hong
Kong, being the two largest categories of licensed banks by country of
incorporation. It is, therefore, the objective of this study to
investigate the trade financing activities and policies of American
banks and local banks through the following perspectives:
a. Delegation of authority and organization
The structure of the two different categories of banks
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related to trade financing is under survey, the degree of
decentralization and the delegation of authority in the
organization are of major concern.
b. Operations
The relations between the bills and credit/marketing
department, and the internal operation of the bills
department are studied. Computerization of the operations
process and the evaluation criteria for the bills depart-
ment are also investigated.
c. Credit analysis and review
The policies and evaluation criteria for granting credit
facilities are studied.
d. Marketing
A marketing model in trade financing, pricing and competitive
strategies is investigated.
Research Methodology
Two different methods will be used in order to obtain
information:
a. Library Research
Background information about the trade financing techniques
and instruments was obtained through literative and
periodicals. In addition, secondary data, such as Hong Kong
export and import figures, were obtained from the Hong Kong
Monthly Digest printed by the Hong Kong Government.
7b. Personal Interviews
Personal iia.erviews with the persons who are in charge of
either the bills department or the top management in the
American and local banks were conducted, in order to
obtain primary data for analysis of the bankers' viewpoint
in trade financing.
c. Operational Definitions
During the last two decades, many local banks have entered
into partnership with foreign banking corporations through
takeover or merger, with even a few cases of take-over
among local banks themselves. This interbank ownership
situation presents some problems in defining the subject
matter-- 'American Bank' and 'Local Bank.' In order to
define these two terms more operationally, the following
definitions are adhered to throughout the paper:
American Banks-- Hong Kong licensed banks, which are
incorporated in the United States of America.
Local Banks-- Hong Kong licensed banks, which are
incorporated in Hong Kong.
d. Sampling
Tables 1.2 and 1.3 are data extracted from 'Hong
Kong Banking Fact Sheet,' Economic Research Department,.
Hang Seng Bank Limited, May 1982, and stipulated as the
sample frame for 'American Bank' and 'Local Bank.'
8TABLE 1.2
LIST OF LICENSED BANKS WHICH ARE INCORPORATED IN HONG KONG
Bank of Canton
Bank of East Asia Ltd.
Chekiang First Bank Ltd.
Chiyu Banking Corporation Ltd.
Commercial Bank of Hong Kong Ltd.
Dah Sing Bank Ltd.
Far East Bank Ltd.
Gr ind lays Da o Heng Bank Ltd.
Wang Lung Bank Ltd.
Hang Seng Bank Ltd.
The Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation
Hong Kong Chinese Bank Ltd.
Hong Kong Industrial and Commercial Bank Ltd
Hong Kong Metropolitan Bank Ltd.
Hong Ni n Bank Ltd.
Hua Chiao Commercial Bank Ltd.
Ka Wah Bank Ltd.
Kwong On Bank Ltd.
Liu Chong Hing Bank Ltd.
Nanyang Commercial Bank Ltd.
Overseas Trust Bank Ltd.
Po Sang Bank Ltd.
Shanghai Commercial Bank Ltd.
Sun Hung Kai Bank Ltd.
Tai Sang Bank Ltd.
Tai Yau Bank ltd.
Union Bank of Hong Kong
United Chinese Bank Ltd.
Wayfoong Finance Ltd.
Wing Hang Bank Ltd.
Wing Lung Bank Ltd.
Wing On Bank Ltd.
Chan Man Cheong Finance Co.
Lee Shing
Ming Tai Finance Co.
Source: Hong Kong- Banking Fact Sheet, Hang Seng Bank
Ltd., Economic Research Department, May 1982.
9TABLE 1.3
LIST OF HONG KONG LICENSED BANKS WHICH ARE
INCORPORATED IN THE UNITED STATES
American Express International Banking corporation
Bank of America N.T. and S.A.
Bankers Trust Company
Chase Manhattan Bank, A. A.
Chemical Bank
Citibank, N.A.
Continental Illinois Bank and Trust Company of Chicago
Crocker National Bank
First National Bank of Boston
First National Bank of Chicago
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company of New York
Mellon Bank, N.A.
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of New York
North Carolina National Bank
Northern Trust Company
Rainier International Bank
Republic National Bank of New York
Security Pacific National Bank
United California Bank
Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.
Source: Hong Kong Banking Fact Sheet, Hang Seng Bank
Ltd., Economic Research Department, May 1982.
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In view of the practical difficulties and limitations
involved, a random sampling technique is forfeited. Three
sample banks are chosen from each sample frame according
to the 'easy-to obtain' sampling techniques, a method
suggested by J. L. Simon. 1
Limitations
Because of the time limitation, it was not possible to survey a
larger sample. Moreover, some bankers are reluctant to release
important points and figures, such as the number of different L/Cs
issued by the bank per year, the business volume related to trade
finance activities, etc.
Naturally, limitations are numerous, and future researchers are
likely to encounter similar limitations unless the research climate is
changed.
1 Simon, J.L. Basic Research Methods in Social Sciences
2nd Edition. (New York: Random House, 1978), P. 37.
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CHAPTER II
THE STRUCTURE OF THE BANKING SECTOR IN HONG KONG
Because Hong Kong does not have a central bank, the
normal functions of a central bank are carried out by the
Monetary Affairs Branch of the Government Secretariat (under
the direction of the Financial Secretary). Certain
functions, however, are carried out on an agency basis by
Hong Kong Bank and the Chartered Bank. Banking supervision
is the responsibility of the Commissioner of Banking, acting
within guidelines laid down by the Monetary Affairs Branch.
HSBC, being the largest banking group in Hong Kong, acts as
lender of last resort.
Control of Credit and Money Supply
The absence of marketable Government debt leaves little
scope for the Government to control money supply through
purchases and sales of government debt instruments. The
only substantial assets or reserves of the Government,
currently managed through the Exchange Fund, are banknotes
in circulation and accumulated fiscal surpluses. However,
the combined total of banknotes and accumulated fiscal
surpluses represented only about 16% of the total money
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supply ($176.82bn) on 31/12/81, underlining how little the
Government can do to control money supply by curtailing bank
reserves. In Hong Kong, banks can easily manipulate some of
their liquid asset items, such as the liabilities of other
banks and foreign exchange, for further credit creation
purposes. For example, they can always borrow foreign
assets from their overseas associates to satisfy the
specified liquid asset requirement. According to the
Banking Ordinance, the minimum holding of specified liquid
assets to be maintained by a bank in any calendar month
shall be not less than 25% of the deposit liabilities of the
bank during that month. The Government has found it
difficult to change the definition of liquid assets because
any attempt to contain credit expansion through liquidity
control could be discriminatory to both financial
institutions and borrowers. Therefore, the local monetary
authorities have thus far regarded interest rates as the
only direct and non-discriminatory tool available for
controlling credit expansion.
The Monetary Affairs Branch
The Monetary Affairs Branch is an advisor to the
Governor in Council on monetary and banking policy and is
responsible for the operation of the Exchange Fund.
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The Exchange Fund
The Exchange Fund, established in 1935, holds the role
of regulating the ,exchange value of the Hong Kong dollar.
Before 1974, the total value of new banknotes was equivalent
to the value of the foreign exchange deposited by the two
note issuing banks (HSBC and the Chartered Bank) with the
Exchange Fund at the officially pegged exchange rate. The
amount of currency issued, was, therefore regulated by the
balance of payments. Moreover, with the advent of floating
exchange-rates, the Exchange Fund practises occasional
intervention to smooth out any erratic exchange rate
movements.. For example, in October 1983, the Hong Kong
dollar was pegged against the greenback at a 7.8 exchange
rate.
The Commissioner of Banking
The office of the Commissioner of Banking was created
under the 1964 Banking Ordinance to supervise the operations
of commercial banks and deposit taking companies. Under the
Banking Ordinance, the commissioner can intervene in the
running of any bank that encounters financial difficulties.
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. The Association of Banks
In January 1981, the Exchange Banks Association was
replaced by the statutory Hong Kong Association of Banks
whose membership comprises all licensed banks in Hong Kong.
The membership of the Committee of the Association of Banks
has been expanded from the membership of the Committee of
the Exchange Banks Association to include HSBC, the
Chartered Bank and the Bank of China as continuing members
and nine other banks as elected members. The new
orgnaisation also has a consultative council whose members
are representative of both foreign and local banks, so that
licensed banks from different parts of the world have a fair
chance to voice their suggestions and opinions about the
banking sector or monetary affairs of Hong Kong. The
Association of Banks will continue to update and expand the
rules already adopted by the Exchange Banks Association. It
has also formalised the Government's consultative
participation in the process of setting up the interest rate
agreement. The Association of Banks reviews the operating
environment of banks with respect to competition in the
banking industry, the scope of their operations and the cost
of bank services. Since it is also responsible for
prescribing a uniform deposit rate structure for all the
licensed banks through an interest rate agreement, which is
designed to prevent unfair competition in the financial
market, larger bankers cannot outcompete smaller ones by
virtue of their size or by offering higher deposit rates.
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The Interbank Market
Because most international banks in Hong Kong do not
have a large deposit base, they rely on the interbank market
for a large portion of their funds. The Hong Kong interbank
rate determines the cost of borrowing at call or short
notice among commercial banks in Hong Kong. The interbank
market thus plays a very important role in allocating idle
funds for profitable uses in the banking system.
The Moratorium on New Banking Licences
To boost Hong Kong's status as an international
financial centre, the moratorium on new banking licences was
lifted on May 27, 1981, to allow qualified foreign banks and
qualified DTCs to become banks if they met stringent
requirements. After the announcement, eight foreign banks
and one DTC (Sun Hung Kai Finance) obtained banking
licences, raising the total number of licensed banks in Hong
Kong to 125 with 1,229 branches.
The New Three Tier Financial System
Also on May 27, 1981, the Government announced a series
of financial reforms, which were designed to promote and
improve Hong Kong's image as a reputable international
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financial centre, to stop the prof ileration of DTCs, and to
attract more largemu.ltinational financial operations to
Hong Kong. It is hoped that the reform will give the
monetary authorities greater control over the growth of
credit creation.
The three tier financial system that was brought in by
July, 1983, classifies financial institutions into 3
categories: banks, licensed DTCs and registered DTCs. Under
the new system, banks have a monopoly on deposits of less
than $50,000 while registered DTCs, are not permitted to
accept deposits of less than three months's maturity, and
licensed DTCs cannot accept deposits of less than $500,000.
DTCs of all categories continue to enjoy the freedom of
setting up their own interest rate structures. As a result,
financial institutions will become more specialised in their
functions, and deposits of less than $50,000 and less than
three months' maturity will be channelled back to banks.
Loans Advances
Despite the recession in 1974 and 1975, total loans and
advances in Hong Kong have managed to move upwards
continuously for the past decade, reflecting the territory's
resilience to economic setbacks. Total demand for credit in
1974 showed a year-on year growth of 27%. The series for
total loans and advances, which was recalculated in 1975 to
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comprise only loans and advances in Hong Kong, still showed
a year-on- year increase of 6% in 1975. After expanding at
a fairly steady annual average of 21% in the subsequent two
years, the growth of total loans and advances began to
increase sharply, rising by 43.1% in 1978, 39.6% in 1979 and
57.1% in 1980. All in all, the compound growth rate of
total loans and advances of 36.1% for the years 1975-1981
suggests that the period was extremely favourable for
banking operations.
1978 was the year in which a low level of interest
rates combined with a 20% rise in total exports and rapidly
growing activity in the building and construction sectors to
sustain a substantial increase in total loans and advances.
The year-on-year increase in lending to manufacturing rose
from 15.8% to 52.2% and building and construction from 34.3%
to 73.1%, indicating a rising trend of personal borrowing
for consumer durables and flats. In 1980, lending to
general commerce, financial concerns and stock brokers rose
by 38.7%, 138.3% and 126.4%, respectively, from the previous
year, mainly because of buoyant external trade, and buoyant
stock and money markets. Total loans and advances during
the year also registered a year-on-year growth rate of
52.6%. Total credit demand continued until the second half
of 1981 when high interest rates suddenly set in (the prime
lending rate was raised to 20% on 7/10/81), and property
prices started tumbling.
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Loans to manufacturers as a proportion of total loans
and advances remained fairly stable at about 12% between
1976 and 1980, indicating that there was no substantial
change in business trends in the manufacturing sector, which
is based primarily on light industries. In 1981, the total
amount of credit extended to the import, export and
wholesale trade was 24%, down from 33% in 1976. This
reflects that during this period the bulk of total loans and
advances was generated by increases in domestic demand.
The writer predict that the growth of total loans and
advances in Hong Kong this year will slow down because of
the stagnant property and stock markets and the slowdown in
Hong Kong's exports. However, in the years ahead, the
demand for credit will continue to come mostly from
international trade, from building and construction and from
purchase of properties.
After reviewing the structure of the banking sector in
Hong Kong, it is easy to see that the environment of Hong
Kong is very conducive to the growth of the banking
industry, thus making Hong Kong the world's third largest
international financial centre.
(All figures in this chapter are derived from the Hong Kong
Monthly. Digest of Statistics, Jan. 1974 -- Dec. 1982.)
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CHAPTER III
PRINCIPAL TRADE FINANCING INSTRUMENTS
Overview
Numerous trade financing instruments and techniques are being
used in Hong Kong. The Letter of Credit (thereafter abbreviated as
L/C) and the Documentary Collection (thereafter abbreviated as D/C)
are the two principal instruments. The former is the more popular,
sharing about 85 per cent of the trade finance activities o The
overview/ summary of the trade financing instruments are depicted by
the following tree diagram:-
FIGURE 3.1
Trade Financing Instruments and Techniques
--Clean Collection
--Bankers' Acceptance in Open Account
-Minor Ins truments-
and Clean Collection Trading
-Document against Payment (D/P)
-D/C-







The major variations of the L/C and the related financing















-Storage or Warehouse facilityMore related to
-Shipping Guaranteeimporter financing
Both the L/C and the D/C are involved heavily in documents
checking. The presence of appropriate Shipping Documents, required in
the sales contract agreed upon by both buying and selling parties, is
the evidence for payment. The following lists of documents are the















The D/C is a means by which an exporter in another country,
through banking channels, generally involves the presentation of a
bill, or demand for payment, to an importer who, upon payment (D/P) or
acceptance (D/A), obtains commercial documents enabling him to take
possession of the goods. In the D/C, the exporter retains control of
the goods until the importer pays or accepts the bill. Upon receipt of
payment from the importer by the importer's bank, which is usually
named as the Collection Bank, the fund will be remitted to the
exporter through the exporter's bank or named Remitting Bank. Banks,
in this case, do not finance the trade but simply earn commission
through these transactions.
Export financing in a D/C can be effected by Bill Advance. When
the bill and documents are presented to the remitting bank by the
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exporter, the bill can be purchased by the bank at the full invoice
value or at a certain percentage. In this situation, the payment is
advanced to the exporter before actual payment or acceptance of the
importer. However, if the bill is dishonoured subsequently, the bank
will take recourse towards the exporter.







D/P or D/APayment flow
Documents flow
Letter of Credit
An L/C is the written undertaking, or obligation, of a bank, made
at the request of its customer (a buyer), to honour a seller's bill or
other demands for payment upon compliance with conditions specified in
the L/C.
An L/C is classified operationally as either import or export
credit, depending on the bank's customer. A commercial bank, on the
application of the importer issues an L/C in favour of an exporter
located abroad. This is termed as Import L/C. The principal function
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of the importer's bank is to open, to issue the L/C, and to carry the
main responsibility for payment to the exporter.
Whereas, the Export L/C is one issued by a foreign bank in favour
of a domestic exporter, for the account of the importer abroad. In
expert eredit, the exporter's bank performs the L/C and carries the
main responsibility for payment to the exporter.
The operation of the L/C is depicted by the following diagram:
FIGURE 3.4
The Traditional Practice
in Financing Foreign Trade
BUYER(giver of the order)
7. The issuing bank sends
the documentsto the
buyer, whomakespoyment
1. The buyer ieguests his
bankto opena documentary
credit in idror of the
seller
8. The buyergives the
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Source : Zenoff & Zurich. International Financial Management
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice Hall, 1969), P.387
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A bank may, for any particular transaction, perform more than one
of the above functions in the diagram. An opening bank that sends the
L/C directly to the beneficiary (importer) acts also as an advising
bank. Moreover, if bills are payable at the opening bank's office, it
also acts as a paying.bank. Similarly, when the advising or paying
bank adds its own obligation to the credit, it also becomes a
confirming bank.
Basically, there are three types of payment under an L/C: the
sight bill, time bill and deferred bill. In a sight bill, the exporter
is paid by the drawee who uusually is the paying or negotiating bank,
when the sight bill and the required documents are presented. In a
time bill, the payment may be drawn up to 180 days after sight, if the
exporter needs the money urgently, the accepted bill may be discounted
and paid by the drawee. Whereas in a deferred bill, the exporter
effects shipment but does not get paid immediately. The payment will
be made by the drawee at some point of time when all stipulated
conditions in the L/C are met.
Variations of the L/C and the Related Financing Techniques)
a. Irrevocable L/C:
An L/C, which may be amended or rescinded only with the
1 All definitions of the variations' of L/C are summarized from the
reference: Gerhard W. Schneider, Export-Import Financing- A Pratical
Guide, (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1974.)
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express permission of all parties--- buyer-seller and
intermediary banks.
b. Irrevocable unconfirmed L/C:
An irrevocable L/C, which carries only the opening bank's
commitment to pay.
c. Irrevocable confirmed L/C:
An irrevocable L/C, which carries the commitment to pay of
a bank in the seller's or exporter's country (usually the
advising or paying bank). It thus represents maximum com-
mitment by all parties to the credit.
d. Revocable L/C:
An L/C, which may be altered or cancelled by the buyer at
any time.
:e. Revolving L/C
An L/C in which the amount of the credit is automatically
reinstated after a drawing or after a specified period of
time.
f. Transferrable L/C
An L/C, which permits the seller/beneficiary to transfer his
rights in part or in full to another party.
g. Back to Back L/C:
Two L/Cs, which extend indirectly the commitment of the issu-
ing bank beyond the beneficiary to another party. The bene-
ficiary assigns the proceeds of the master L/C to his own
bank, which, based on the master L/C, issues its own L/C in
favour of a third party.
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h. Red Clause L/C:
An L/C, which. contains a clause authorising the negotiating
bank to make clean advances to the seller prior to shipment.
i. Standby L/C:
A performance L/C in which the repayment of a monetary obli-
gation is ensured by the L/C applicant.
j. Packing Loan:
This is a preshipment finance or loan for preparation of
goods and their packing to the seller who deposits the export
L/C to the bank where the finance comes from. The seller is
obligated under a letter of indemnity to submit. the stipu-
lated documents to the bank as soon as the shipment is made.
k. Trust receipt:
An agreement signed by the importer that states he is the
bank's agent and is acting for the bank in selling the goods.
It is agreed that upon sales of the goods, any outstanding
loan or acceptance will be liquidated.
1. Storage facility:
Upon arrival of goods, the buyer does not need to or is un-
able to take immediate delivery of -goods in consideration
of his availability of funds or trust receipt facility. He
may ask the bank to provide him with storage facility. A
storage limit is granted by the management of the bank and
and goods will be warehoused in the bank's approved. godown
to the order of the bank. Goods will be delivered upon pay-
ment or under trust receipt. As the bill will have been
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settled by the bank to the negotiating bank, storage facility
is considered as a trade finance for an importer.
m. Shipping Guarantee:
This is a facility to a buyer enabling him to take delivery
of goods from the shipping company without producing the bills
of lading. The letter of guarantee signed by the bank is
used to substitute the bill of lading, and the letter will be
redeemed upon the arrival of the shipping documents. However,
because of the earlier delivery of goods, the importer may
have sufficient funds to fulfill the obligation by that time.
Other Minor Trade Financing Techniques
a. Clean Collection:
This is a process of presenting an item, usually a bill of ex-
change drawn by seller on the drawee, the buyer for payment.
Goods and documents are sent directly to the buyer. The role
of bank is the delivery of clean bill from seller to buyer
and payment in opposite direction as a middleman. Under clean
collection, a buyer is allowed to deferred payment.
b. Bankers' Acceptance:
A time bill drawn on 'a bank and accepted by it, thereby obli-
gating the bank to pay the face value to whomever presents it
at maturity. In the U.S., the banker's acceptance can be
readily sold in the open market, thus serving as a vechicle
28
for channeling non-bank funds into the financing of trade.
However, such market does not exist yet in Hong Kong.
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CHAPTER IV
ORGANIZATION AND DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY
It is the purpose of this chapter to outline those functions and
organizational structures within a typical commercial bank that are
involved in the financing of trade and trade related services.
Overview of the Commercial Bank's Organization
Commercial banks have four basic functions:-
--- To gather deposits;
--- To make loans and other investment;
--- To offer finance- related services;
--- To act for others in a trust or fiduciary capacity.
In order to fulfill the above functions, three major departments
are usually built into the commercial bank structure and they are:-
--- The Credit/Marketing Department,
--- The Operation Department and
--- The Foreign Exchange Trading Department.
B A N KFIGURE 4.1




The credit and marketing activities of different banks are
organised in different ways. The traditional breakdown of marketing
and lending area is a geographic one, which is still maintained by
many local banks in Hong Kong. The bank officer or branch manager. is
required to serve all kinds of customers coming from a specfic
location, especially where the bank branch is situated.
However, applicable not only to American Banks, the trend of
functional specialisation in organising the lending or marketing area
has gained more popularity. Most banks have organised their marketing
area along one or another industrial line, such as trading,
utilities, real estate, shipping and China group. Under such a system,.
a bank officer is limited to serving only a homogenous group of
customers. Because of the expert knowledge and experience in a
particular industry that a bank officer has, the decision on facility
granting is quicker and easier.
Despite the benefit gained by the specialisation system, the
traditional geographic classification has its own merit. A bank
officer serving customers of all walks of life often has broader
knowledge of management or financing methods and may, therefore, be a
more resourceful consultant to his/her customer than a banker who is
an industry specialist. To get the best of both worlds, some large
banks in Hong Kong continue to organise geographically but have a
separate staff department with industry specialists who can be called
upon for consultation as needed.
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In most American banks, the account officer system is employed.
The major roles of the account officer are the selling of the bank's
services, including those of trade financing and credit analysis of
the customer's loan request. The account officer is evaluated as one
profit centre that is measured by the achievement of the sales quota
assigned. In some local banks, the marketing function or sales
function is separated from the credit analysis, and the bank officer
is responsible only for a specific line of the bank's products and is
under the control of the operation department where the specific
products are produced. Therefore, in one prominent local bank, a
marketing section of trade financing is under the control of the Bills
Department- the operation department that deals with trade financing.
The Operation Department
In addition to the Credit/Marketing Department, each bank
generally has a large production-type department, which is sometimes
called "the factory." This is the "behind the scenes" force of many
trained people, computers, and/or office machines which do most of the
paper work. Typically, operations are broken down into two sections,




The Domestic Operation Section has the function, among others, of
clearing the many cheques that flow through a bank each day. It is the
retail banking arm of the commercial bank.
The International Operation Section is very important to us here
because it performs many of the banking functions related to trade:-
--- Handling of L/C
--- Handling of D/C
--- Handling of other trade financing instruments, such as
bankers' acceptance
--- Handling of international payments
--- Handling of cables and telexes and their authentications.
In Hong Kong, the international operation is usually handled by
the Bills Department (a British terminology, which will be adhered to
hereafter) or Trade Financing Department. The organisation of the
Bbills Department varies but, two basic structures are common in Hong
Kong and they are:-
Strustured by Import/Export Nature first:











The operation of the minor trade financing instruments not
related to the L/C are usually grouped into the D/C handling section.
Banks of smaller size are usually inclined to follow the first
structuring because the business volumes of import and export are
quite even, and this structure enhances better utilization of
manpower, which is limited. Moreover, the bills of small banks are
centrally processed by the headquarters for the same economic reason.
For large banks, more than one bills centre may exist, and they
are usually located within the branches of the bank.
The workforce within a Bills Department can be divided into two
main categories- clerical and supervisory, with an average ratio of
three to one. The composition and operation of the basic work unit of
the Bills Department will be discussed in the next chapter.
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The Foreign Exchange Trading Department
This department is neither a part of International lending/credit
nor of operations departments, even though both rely heavily on it. It
consists of a number of foreign exchange traders whose main job is to
sell and buy foreign currencies. Many transactions are done on behalf
of exporters who have foreign currency receipts that they would like
to sell for Hong Kong dollars, and for importers who need foreign
exchange to pay their overseas suppliers. The bank acts as a
middleman, selling and buying different currencies as required. For
its services, the bank earns a small commission represented by the
difference between the bid and ask price on each currency.
The Delegation of Authority
Credit/Marketing Department
For .some banks, especially those adhering to the account officer
system, the lending authority is clearly delegated. The limit of
authority depends upon the rank and position of the officer in the
bank. For any amount over the limit, prior approval has to be obtained
from the senior officer before facilities can be granted. Such a
system helps to improve the relationship between the customer and the
officer because prompt response to a customer's credit application and
pricing is facilitated without going through the unnecessary red tape
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of approvals. However, there is a trade-off of higher business risk,
because, although the credit granted is faster, the judgement of
granting the credit line, without a successive audit by a higher
levels of managers, may be degraded in quality.
In the big local banks, any decision related to credit risk will
be submitted to the senior management for approval. The decision
making process is prudent, but the efficiency will be proportionally
reduced.
The existence of the amount of lending limit is the best
indicator for the degree of decentralisation in the bank. It is very
obvious that American Banks are in this area more decentralised than
are local banks.
Bills Department
The operation of trade financing is highly technical and well
defined. Several guidelines, including the Uniform customs and Rules
published by the International Chamber of Commerce, the pricing
regulation imposed by the Hong Kong Association of Banks and the
bank's manual and policies related to trade financing operation, have
tightly shaped the operation of the Bills Department. The autonomy of
operation is very limited.
Despite the guidelines imposed by the outside bodies, in many
banks, any deviation from the bank's manuals has to be reported to
senior management for approval. In American banks, if the changes in
policy will affect the operation of other regional offices, then
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headquarters approval is indispensable.
Although the guidelines of the outside bodies cannot be easily
changed by the individual bank, these guidelines do provide a certain
latitude in which the individual bank can act flexibly.
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CHAPTER V
OPERATIONS OF TRADE FINANCING ACTIVITIES
The Relation between the Operation and Credit/Marketing Departments
As shown in the previous chapter, trade finance activities are
mainly handled by two major departments, they are the Bills Department
and the Credit/Marketing Department. Before discussing the internal
operation of the Bills Department, the functioning of the
Credit/Marketing Department and its relation with the Bills Department
deserve some brief discussion.
Trade financing instruments belong to only one of the many
categories of a bank's products that the bank officer of the
Credit/Marketing department is required to sell. The major role of the
bank officer is to become the bridge and communication channel between
the bank and the customer and, except in some local banks, the bank
officer is also required to perform credit analysis and make decisions
on the pricing of the trade financing services. The next chapter will
be totally devoted to a discussion of the credit analysis
responsibility of the bank officer.
As a bridge between the bank and its customers, the bank officer
is required to, firstly, identify the prospective customer, make.
contact, find out the needs of the customer and see how the bank can
fulfill such needs. Once the need for a specific product is
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identified, the product features and its processing will be
communicated to the customer by the bank officer. For product that
involves highly technical documentation, which is not uncommon in
trade financing instruments such as a performance L/C, the product
specialist from the Bills department will be called upon to give
advice and deliver counselling to the customer directly before
submission to the Bills department for processing.
When there are any problem arise concerning the trade financing
activities, they will be handled by the bank officer of the Credit/.
Marketing department in explaining the bank's position and procedure
to the customer and seeking cooperation in resolving the problem.
Incidentally, the customer will be represented by the bank officer who
interfaces with the operation party of the bank to resolve the
problem. This is rather common when the export L/C operation is
involved.
In summary, the Bills Department is supported by the staff
function of the Credit/Marketing department, however, when expertise
advice about the product is required, their role is exchanged.
The Operations in the Bills Department
Business Volume profile
From the information gathered from our interviews, about 85 per
cent of the business in the trade financing of a bank is contributed
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by the L/C, while the remaining business volume is produced by the D/C
and some other minor trade financing instrument such as bankers'
acceptance for clean collection and open account.
In terms of import and export, the volume of business is equally
shared. That is, the import L/C and the export L/C volume are roughly
the same. This characteristic holds true for the D/C also. However,
this is an average over time result. At any one point of time, the
business volume is affected by the seasonal fluctuation generated by
trading behaviour. For instance, in Hong Kong, export credit can be
expected to be in boom time near the end of the third quarter of a
year, because nearly all foreign importers are hoping to stock enough
.goods prior to the Christmas sales.
Although there are quite a number of variations in the L/C, the
volume of business still is dominated by the normal Irrevocable L/C.
Among the different variations, the Back to Back L/C has expanded its
volume because of the increased trading between China and Hong Kong.
Many Hong Kong exporters are not the real manufacturer of the goods
required by the foreign importers but are only the middlemen who buy
the goods from the Peoples Republic of China manufacturers. In this
situation, the Back to Back L/C is used to protect their "agency"
status and to continue to reap a profit from such a middleman
transaction*
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Guidelines for the Operation
Three major guidelines are available for the operation of the L/C
and D/C as mentioned in last chapter. They are the bank's manual and
policy on trade financing, the regulation of the Hong Kong Association
of Banks and the Uniform Customs and Rules set by the International
Chamber of Commerce.
In 1933, the Uniform Customs and Rules were proposed by the
International Chamber of Commerce. But not until 1974, did these
guidelines gain universal acceptance. This represents the
collaboration between the International Chamber, the United Nations
and the Foreign Trade Banks of the Socialist countries. Two sets of
guidelines are developed respectively for the L/C and D/C. The L/C is
governed by the "Uniform Customs and Practices for Documentary
Credits" (refer to Appendix II) while the D/C is guarded by the
Uniform Rules for Collections" (refer to appendix III).
Although they are claimed as customs and not laws, these
comprehensive guidelines are today, by express reference, embodied in
virtually all applications for L/Cs and D/Cs, forming a part of the
contract, except in so far as they are expressly excluded. Thus, they
are a body of rules of behaviour binding on banks and applicants, who
accept them and thus constitute the major frame of reference for the
operation of the Bills Department.
The major role of the Hong Kong Associatioon of Banks on trade
financing is the setting of constraints on pricing. A minimum charge
is stipulated on the first fifty thousand U.S. dollar business of a
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customer. Such regulation prevents the existence of the cut throat
competition.
Apart from the above constraints, which the bank has to comply
with always, the bank's manual and policy, which developed according
to the bank own objectives and strategies, are the other constraints
imposed on the functioning of the Bills Department as well as on that
of the Credit/Marketing Department.
Nevertheless, these guidelines are not shield from either change
or revision. A Bank's manuals and policies can be more volatile and.
subject to change when necessary because the bank itself has the full
authority to change them. But, in spite of the difficulties in getting
the acceptance of worldwide institutions, the newly revised Uniform
Customs and Rules have been formulated and, after ten years will be
adopted in the late 1984.
Basic Operation Unit and It's Responsibility
In last chapter, the Bills Department was shown as being divided
into subsections, according to either import/export nature or the
product type. No matter how the Bills department is structured, the
subsections are composed of a number of basic operation units each
called a "Team." The number of teams is dependent on the business
volume size.
Since many documents preparations and verifications are included
in the processing of L/Cs, D/Cs and other trade financing instruments.'
the team is composed of three basic workforces--- the processor, the
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checker and the typist. Usually the team(s) is(are) supervised by the
Bills supervisor.
In very general terms, the job descriptions, of the team members
and the supervisor are listed below :-
a. Checker :
Checks the content of the L/C against policy and
guidelines;
Checks the credit limit of the customer in an L/C opening
Checks the genuineness of L/C advice in export credit;
Checks shipping documents against the L/C requirement;
Checks cover letters from the corresponding bank;
Checks amendments made;




Collects and reimburses payment, if no separate payment
section exists;
Books forward rate of exchange, if customer wishes to
fix the rate;
Prepares correspondences, such as the cover letter of
reimbursement instruction;
Declares Marine Insurance;
Registers documents and L/Cs;
Dispatches documents and advice through telex, mailing
and cable;
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Inputs accounting information to accounting department
Inputs ignformation of customer into computer database.
c. Typist :
Types L/Cs and D/Cs;
Types correspondence, such as letter of compliance,
letter of hypothecation, reimbursement instruction.
d. Supervisor:
Supervises the team(s) in operation
Proof-checks the documents and endorses approval
Counsels the customer as requested by the Credit/Marketing
officer;
Reviews credit of customer and reports any problem to
senior levels;
Liaises and advises procedures or even policy changes.
Computerisation
Computer facilities are employed at different levels of
sophistication in the operation of trade financing activities by all
banks where the research interviews are conducted. The trend of
increasing computerisation prevails. Online systems with direct
assessment to database by both operation and credit/marketing
personnel is becoming the standard. Offline systems seem obsolete.
Online links between customers and bank are established by a few
American banks, through which the application and enquiry of an L/C
opening are communicated immediately.
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Besides, the operation procedures are modernised by office
automation, such as word processors. However, the cost of operation
has also increased incidentally. For instance, in some banks the cost
for producing one L/C is as high as $HK150 due to computerisation.
Therefore, the increased use of computer devices has to be justified
by the growth of the business volume resulting from efficient
ope ration.
The Evaluation of the Bills Department
Unlike the Credit/Marketing Department, which is treated as a
profit centre, the Bills Department in most banks, is evaluated as a
cost centre. It is impossible for the Bills Department to be evaluated
by profit because the department has little control on the sales of
the trade financing instruments. Moreover, the Bills Department is
interrelated with other departments, such as the Foreign Exchange
Trading Department. In this regard, the allocation of revenue to each
department is very difficult.
From the interviews, the Bills Department is described as being
evaluated by the following criteria:-
a. Efficiency:
The speed of processing is measured, and usually the ratio
of bills per staff is used as a tool for measurement.
b. Accuracy:
The quality and correctness in documents are measured by,the
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internal audit department of the bank.
c. Cost Contrsl:
The standards are established, then the performance is
measured by the variances incurred.
d. Customers' Satisfaction:
This can be estimated by the complaints put forth by the
customers.
e. Staff's Satisfaction:




RISK ASSESSMENT AND CREDIT ANALYSIS
Asking for a letter of credit is somewhat like seeking a loan or
opening a credit line from a bank. From the bank's point of view, a
credit line or facility is 'sound' only-if the possibility of
repayment is high and the chance of default is minimized. Therefore,
before granting a loan or credit line to a customer, the bank usually
undergoes a series of processes, such as risk assessment and credit
analysis. The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the
screening and credit analysis policy of American and local banks in
Hong Kong. There are four parts in this chapter: risk assessment,
credit analysis policy, security policy and handling of problem loans.
Risk Assessment
When a bank acts as the opening or issuing bank for a letter of
credit, in order to minimize the risk, it usually makes the following
determinations that:
1. the buyer is creditworthy
2. the terms of the letter of credit are reasonable and
deliverable
3. the terms of the letter of credit are accurately and
simply stated
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4. the advising or paying bank will satisfactorily perform
its role.
Creditworthiness
Because the seller-beneficiary will be paid upon satisfactory
presentation of the documents specified in the letter of credit, the
opening bank must have reasonable confidence in the good faith and
fiscal stability of the buyer party (the importer) to reimburse the
bank for its payment of the seller's draft.
In essence, approval of a letter of credit is approval of an
extension of credit to the buyer, hence the bank usually undergoes
detailed credit analysis of the customers at this stage. Detailed
practices of the credit analysis policy will be discussed in the next
section.
Reasonable and delivery terms
The great distances and inevitable time lags involved in
international trade compound the risks involved. The central issue
for the opening bank to watch out is whether there is anything in the
letter of credit that cannot be met by the seller-beneficiary, thus
making performance under the terms specified in the letter of credit
impossible.
For example, the opening bank must make sure that the tenor of
the requested letter of credit does not exceed the economic life of
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the goods being financed, otherwise, it is the reputation of the
opening bank thatsuffers.
Accurately stated terms
Errors, omissions or ambiguity in the documents specified by a
letter of credit may constitute grounds for the buyer to refuse to
repay the bank. Therefore, banks usually protect themselves by
insisting at the opening that the terms and conditions be accurate,
unambiguous and in conformity with prevailing trade practices and/or
customers.
Reliability of the advising or paying bank
The inability of the advising or paying bank to satisfactorily
perform its role under the letter of credit can complicate the
transaction or cause delays. Therefore, when a particular bank acts
as an opening bank, it usually checks the reliability of the advising
or paying bank through the International Institutional Banking Group.
Political and transfer risks
In the case of documentary collection, the remitting bank also
needs to consider the political and economic situation of the
importing country when considering to give a bill advance to the
exporter. Political events in the importing country may prevent
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payment from leaving the country even though the importer is willing
and able to make payment.
Credit Analysis
The main purpose of credit analysis is to determine the amount of
credit line that the bank can extend to the client by analysing the
past and present credit standing of the client, and to forecast
whether the customer is able and willing to repay the money in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the credit agreement.
The bank's considerations on issuing credits are generally
classified as follows:
Integrity of Customer
.The character of the customer is the prime factor to influence
his willingness to repay the loan in accordance with the terms and
conditions of the loan agreement. Someone may be unwilling to repay
the loan even if he possesses sufficient money. The best way to
measure the integrity of a customer is to obtain credit information
from various sources and to check his past record.
Sources of obtaining the credit information of the customer
include the internal records of the bank, credit information from
other banks, interviews with the applicant, physical visits to




In small and medium size local banks, the lending officers
usually judge the soundness of the loan based on the information from
the client's credit file. The reason is that the clients are usually
small, and medium size firms usually do not have systematic accounting
records. In large American banks, audited financial statements of the
last three years are a 'must' for companies who wish to open a credit
line. In general, the main purpose of credit analysis is to determine
the following:
a. The possibility of future solvency of the enterprise
b. The income-creating ability of the business
c. The liquidity and cash flow of the company
d. The soundness of the credit line generated-- whether it is
productive or not in prof it-generating to the borrower.
e. The soundness of certain ratios-- such as current ratio,
debt to equity ratio, accounts receivable turnover, interest
coverage and principal coverage ratios.
The large American banks emphasize very much on financial
statements as this is a relatively more objective way to assess their
clients. Moreover, large American banks' customers are mostly large
multi-national and well established corporations with good accounting
systems, hence large American banks are able to do such financial
statement analysis.
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One other feature which distinguishes American and local banks in
their credit analy4s procedure is that, in gerneral, local banks often
emphasize 'name lending'-- if the client has a very high reputation
in the business community, then local banks would generally grant
credit facility to his business even on a clean basis. The manager of
the local bank said this reflects 'flexibility' in their credit review
process whereas most credit managers in large American banks
commented that such 'name lending' practice is both dangerous and
unreliable.
Viability of the business
The client's chance of success in his business is another factor
that banks usually consider before extending a credit line to their
clients. As sound credit policy emphasizes the repayment of loans by
the anticipated income or profit of the client rather than by the
liquidation of collateral, therefore the clinet's experience in the
trade, his past record of success, the probable risks in his business
and the future prospect of the industry are all important factors that
banks would consider before making decisions on whether or not to
accept a trade financing application.
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Security Policy
The main purpose for requiring securities is to reduce the bank's
risk of loss should the borrower goes default, that is, when he is
unwilling or unable to repay the money he owes the bank. In the
aspect of security policy, American banks and local banks have quite a
different philosophy. The small and medium-size local banks, which
pay less attention to the financial statement analysis, lay great
emphasis on collateral. Even when the clients' financial position
such as cash flow, interest coverage, leverage, etc, are not very
satisfactory, they would accept the client's credit application if he
provides acceptable securities. American banks, on the other hand,
are less impressed by collateral, they emphasize more on client's
credit worthiness by analysing the financial statements. One U. S.
bank vice president told us that 'if we extend a credit line to an
enterprise based on its collateral (such as property) rather than on
its financial strengths, then if the company goes bankrupt and every
bank must sell the collateral in the open market to repay the
outstanding loan, the price of that collateral will surely drop. In
this case, how good is the collateral?'
Through our interviews with bankers, most of them agree that good
collateral should possess the following qualities:
a. Imperishability-- easy to keep and last for a long time
b. Marketability-- easy to sell in an available market
c. Distinguishability-- easy to distinguish from false
substitutes
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d. Price stability-- little price fluctuation.





d. Machinery and merchandise
e. Jewellery and valuables
Fixed deposits are most welcomed by banks when granting credit
facilities to clients because such loans are riskless.
Bankers are quite cautious about accepting property as a kind of
collateral because of the recent decline in the property market. One
banker said that they are more than willing to accept small- sized
residential flats as collateral because these are still in high
demand however, large commercial complexes, as collateral are not so
welcomed by bankers because they are not so marketable, especially in
a recession.
Shares are another acceptable type of collateral however, they
are restricted to those publicly quoted 'blue chips' shares because
such shares fulfil the criteria of marketability and price stability.
Machinery and jewellery are not so widely accepted as collateral
because machinery is usually designed for a specified purpose, the
marketability of which is not good whereas jewellery is quite
difficult to distinguish from false substitutes.
Some banks may waive the security requirement if the clients have
a good personal guarantee. However, in most cases, large American
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banks are not willing to take such a step because the wealth of an
individual may corpse overnight, and there is no tangible protection
for the bank.
Handling of Problem Loans
In the process of trade financing, bankers may face the slow
repayment of fees or loans that do not meet the terms scheduled, and
yet the client has not requested for an extension of the maturity
date. This is the indicator of a problem loan. Three alternatives
are usually employed by commercial banks in handling problem loans.
Speed up collection
At the very beginning of client's inability to pay, the bank will
send reminders again and again until the outstanding fees are
collected.
Work-out
Work-out is a process of working with the client until the fee
is repaid. Such practice is used mostly by large American banks.
In some cases, the client's inability to repay his liability may
be caused by some temporary and unexpected catastrophies. The bank
will then give financial advice or additional financial support to the
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client with a view that he can recover and repay all the liabilities
later.
Liquidation
This is a process of forcing the client to comply with the terms
of the credit contract and enforcing some legal means to liquidate the
company so as to regain the outstanding fees.
In summary, whenever a banker confronts the problem of choosing
an appropriate alternative for collection, he must consider several
factors:
a. the cost involved in such a collection
b. the character of the customer
c. the financial strength of the customer and his ability
to repay later
d. -the value of the client to the bank, and
e. whether or not a particular collection will influence the
reputation of the bank.
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CHAPTER VII
MARKETING ASPECT OF TRADE FINANCING
Having discussed the organizational structure, operations and
credit analysis of trade finance activities in commercial banks, we
now turn to the topic of marketing. As far as we know, trade
financing is no doubt one of the core functions of commercial banking.
Because commercial banks benefit in a number of ways from trade
financing, such as:
1. Direct Levying of Fees and Commissions
Total fee income produced by letters of credit, documentary
collections, etc, contribute significantly to a bank's overall
profitability.
2. Exploitation of Additional Financing Opportunities
The most common of these are demand loans and acceptance
financing.
3. Relationship Development
Commercial banks will often be asked to advise letters of credit
to export-beneficiaries who are not currently customers of the bank.
Letters of credit thus provide a means to introduce commercial banks
to potential customers for other bank products and services.
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4. Strengthening ot,, Reciprocal Ties with Correspondent Bank
When a particular commercial bank acts as the opening bank, it
will direct letter of credit business to a correspondent bank as the
advising, confirming, paying or negotiating bank. In return, that
commercial bank can expect that the particular correspondent bank will
route their letters of credit through it. Such reciprocal
arrangements are potentially very profitable ones.
In view of the above benefits, one can easily recognize .the value
of trade financing to commercial banks. Thus, they devote
considerable effort in the marketing aspect of trade financing, so as
to get a larger market share in the trade finance business. This
chapter investigates a marketing model typically used by commercial
banks in Hong Kong and also some pricing and competitive strategies
practised by commercial banks in the trade financing area.
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A Typical Marketing Model
A typical marketing model of trade financing used by commercial















Users and prospective customers of different trade finance
instruments can be classified into the following categories:
a. Documentary Collections
Exporting companies, both in Hong Kong and in other countries
where the bank has an operating affiliate. Typical users of
documentary collections are companies who ship primarily to
overseas affiliates or subsidiaries.
Correspondent banks who refer their outward collections to the
bank. This business is often reciprocally generated.
Overseas exporters, who forward collections directly to that
bank as collecting/ presenting bank.
b. Letter of credit
Typical customers of letter of credit facilities fall into
two major categories:
Corporations: the typical corporate user is one with high import-
export volumes and with a need to protect against payment risks.
Financial institutions, including correspondent banks and
insurance companies: for example, those correspondent banks
that do not have in house letter of.credit facilities,
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or an adequate international branch network of their own.
c. Acceptance financing:
Any organization involved in international trade that uses
short-term borrowing to finance import-export sales, storage, or
shipment is a prospective customer for acceptance financing.
Prospective customers include:
Importers, who need short-term financing for the purpose of
imported goods.
Exporters, who need funds to acquire and store goods prior to
export and/or to finance the shipment and collection period.
Foreign commercial banks who need funds to finance import or
export transactions for their customers.
As can be seen from the above list, different trade finance
instrument have different prospective customers. However, through our
research, we discovered that the major target market of American and
local banks is quite different: American banks' major target market
focuses mainly on large corporations that have high import/export
transaction volumes. One American bank manager told us that 'if the
credit volume involved with the trade finance instrument is too small,
it is not justified, because the cost associated in servicing the
trade finance facility is larger than the profit derived from it.' On
the other hand, the target market of local banks in trade financing is
not very discriminating-- they service all sorts of clients, no
matter large or small.
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Search for new customers
Having identified the bank's prospective customers and target
market, the next step is to search for new customers. In both local
and American banks, the marketing officers are usually responsible.
They search for new customers by the follwing methods:
- customer cold calls
- referrals by existing customers
- contact prospective customers through various kinds of social
functions, such as Lions Club luncheon, business seminar, etc.
Probe for customer's product need
During the process of contacting prospective customers, one of
the most important things a marketing officer has to do Js to analyse
the customer's needs, determine how the bank's trade finance service
can best meet these needs, and arrange for the service to be set up.
In view of the wide variety of trade finance instruments, this
section will focus only. on how major commercial banks identify the
customers' needs in the marketing of the bank's documentary
collection.
Large commercial banks usually have a marketing worksheet with a
series of questions that can be presented to the customer to open a
discussion of his needs. A typical marketing worksheet for
documentary collections is shown in Table 7.2. Through the use of the









Existing Relationships with our Bank:






Questions to Probe Product Need
To whom does the company sell overseas? What is the size and credit
standing of these. buyers?
What is the nature of the company's relationship with these buyers?
( ) closely related (affiliates, subs, dealers, etc.)
( ) established, long-standing relationships
( ) deals often with new and unknown buyers
Does our bank have relationships with any of these buyers?
What countries does the company ship to? Are these countries stable,
unstable, restrictive of foreign exchange? What is our bank's
collection experience in these countries?
On what terms does the company export (payment mechanism and tenor)?
( ) open account ( )documentary collections
( ) letter of credit ( ) other
What factors determine sales (e.g., industry practices, competitive




annual or monthly volume?
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If the company sells on open account:
- Is it experience difficulty in collecting from late-paying
customers?
- How does it finance its open account sales?
If the company currently sells on letter of credit terms:
- Are letter of credit terms becoming uncompetitive?
- Has the company established a trusting relationship with its
customers over time?
- Is it feasible to convert to documentary collection terms?
If the company currently sells on documentary collection terms,
- What bank or banks are handling the collections?
- Is the comanv satisfied with the service being provided?
- What are. some specific problems?
- What reports are provided? Is the information on these
reports complete and up to date? Do these reports assist
management in managing the collection process?
- What turnaround time does the company experience with the
bank?
- Does the bank have an extensive international network to
, facilitate collection processing?
Is the company aware of the possibilities of financing their
collections through our bank?
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Describe product features and benefits to customers
The next step in the marketing model is the role of the marketing
officer to describe some of the general features of the bank's
documentary collections that will meet the customer's needs. A
typical product profile listing the product features of a letter of
credit and the benefits which it can provide to the customers is
listed in Table 7.3. Such a product prof ile is designed to be used in
conjunction with the marketing worksheet in planning customer calls.
If the bank's trade finance product features suit the customer's
needs and the customer's credit standing suits the bank's standard,
then the bank has secured a new customer, and such customer will be
referred to a technical product representative for onward processing
of the necessary trade finance documents.
Pricing Strategy
There are a lot of fees associated with different kind of trade
finance instruments. From the viewpoint of a bank, letter of credit
fees, for example, include the following:
a. risk-related fees for opening, confirmation,
payment, and negotiation
b. fixed processing fees for advising





Contact:Product Line: Trade and Export
Product Manager:Finance
Operations Manager
A Letter of Credit is a medium of payment for goods or services in-
volving Buyers and Sellers usually located in different countries. A
Letter of Credit is the written undertaking, or obligation, of a bank,
made at the request of its customer (a Buyer), to honor, or pay, a.
Seller's drafts or other demands for payment upon compliance with
conditions specified in the Letter of Credit.
Product Features Customer Benef its
Import Credits
-May expand sources of supply for1. Bank adds its credit to that
Buyer.of customer (Buyer-Importer).
-Eliminates Buyer credit risk to2. Bank reviews shipping docu-
Seller.ments for conf irmi ty to L/C
-Buyer assured he will receiveterms and conditions.
documents he specifies, enabling
him to take title to goods.
Export Credits
1. Seller paid when conforming -Seller receives prompt payment.
documents are presented to
bank.
-Seller receives Banker's Accept-2. Seller extending L/C terms
ance which can be discounted toup to 180 days may discount
draft. obtain prompt payment.
-Buyer gains up to 180 days of
credit.
3. L/C substitutes Issuing Bank's -Buyer may get better price terms.
credit for that of the Buyer.
-Seller protected against credit4. If confirmed: Confirming Bank
risk of Opening Bank, exchange/adds guarantee to that of
transfer, and political risks.Opening Bank.
-Specific needs of Buyers and5. Variations of an L/C are
Sellers are met.available.
-Facilitates financing.6. Bankers Acceptance easily
created.
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Opening fees or commission on the first US$50,000 is fixed by the
Hong Kong Associaton of Banks at 0.25% for each validity period of
six months. However, for the balance exceeding US $50, 000, banks are
free to quote the commission rate, and many banks use such pricing
factor as a basis of their competitive strategy. Because of the
confidential nature of the subject, most banks are unwilling to quote
the exact L/C commission rate, and they said 'it depends on the
situation.' The factors that they will consider when setting the
commission rate for customers are as follows:
a. Credit factors:
- overall credit standing of customer
- security aspects (nature of goods and control elements)
b. Operational cost factors:
- average letter of credit size
- number and size of actual credit drawings
- discrepancy experience
c. Related business and income:
- refinancing opportunities
- related fees within the bank's network.
For documentary collections, the-common practice is for banks to
.charge collection fees as a percentage of the face value of the draft.
Responsibility for the payment of collection fees in any transaction
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is negotiated between the exporter and the importer and would be
stated in the sales contract. The normal practice is for the exporter
to pay the remitting bank fees and for the importer to pay the fees of
the collection/presenting bank(s).
Competitive strategy
Most commercial banks in Hong Kong offer trade finance services,
and the competition is extremely keen. Despite using pricing as the
chief basis of competition, most banks emphasize very much on the
efficiency and quality of service through a fully automated
documentary collection processing system and expert, personal service
to prospective clients.
Moreover, one comparative advantage of American banks against
local banks in trade financing is their international network of





In recent years, Hong Kong's financial sector has undergone
tremendous growth, making Hong Kong the world's third largest
international financial centre. The moratorium on new banking
licences, which was lifted on May 27, 1981 the new three tier
financial system the rapid growth in loans and advances etc, are all
important factors that contribute to the rapid growth in Hong Kong's
banking industry. One outcome of this development is that many
international banks have come to Hong Kong. Together with local
banks, they provide a variety of trade financing instruments, which
help facilitate the international trade in Hong Kong.
Commercial banks now emphasize trade financing because of the
rapid growth of foreign trade in Hong Kong in recent years. The
increase in international trade and foreign capital investment in Hong
Kong has caused significant change in financial institutions and their
services. Many banks-- no matter if local or foreign based-- have,
to a certain extent, concentrated.their activities on trade financing.
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The financing of trade requires enormous amounts of capital in
the form of various types of loans and advances, as well as other
financial services, such as guarantees and letters of credit. Also
needed are specialized or technical services for making international
payment, finding new markets, determining the reputation and financial
strength of potential suppliers and customers,etc.
In Hong Kong, there are essentially three major categories of
banks: communist banks, local banks and foreign banks. Communist
banks are relatively inactive in providing trade financing services to
local industries and businesses. Of the 90 foreign banks registered
in Hong Kong, the American banks are particularly active in trade
financing activities, so as to facilitate the high volume of trade
between Hong Kong and the United States. Local banks, on the other
hand, are also active participants in trade financing because most
local bankers regard trade financing as a kind of banking service that
has relatively low risk but high return.
In the aspect of credit analysis, when granting credit facilities
to clients, there is a clear cut distinction between local banks and
American banks: in general, local banks do not place much emphasis on
financial statements analysis. They are more concerned with
collateral and personal guarantee. In American banks, financial
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statements analysis is commonly practised, and collateral is accepted
as only one of the factors in granting credit facilities.
Finally, the marketing of trade financing, as practised by
commercial banks in Hong Kong, is quite sound. Apart from providing
efficient and expertise personal service to prospective clients,
commercial banks also compete with each other in the area of pricing.
Some commercial banks also have a detailed training manual and
marketing model in trade financing for their officers to follow
because most bankers believe that if they are successful in getting
new customers, they will provide substantial fee income from letters
of credit, foreign exchange and related business.
Despite the 1997 confidence problem, which may hinder some growth
of international trade in Hong Kong, most bankers are very optimistic
about the future prospects of trade financing. They believe that so
long as Hong Kong's economy remains export-oriented and the world-wide
economic conditions remain stable, trade finance activities will




A STUDY OF THE TRADE FINANCE ACTIVITIES
OF AMERICAN AND LOCAL BANKS IN HONG KONG
INTERVIEW GUIDE
A. Organization and Delegation of Authority
1. What is the overall organizational chart of the local
establishment of your Bank?
2. What is the organizational structure of the Bills Department?
Which department(s) interact with the Bills Department most often?
3. How are the bank's policies in the Bills Department being
formulated? By whom are they formulated? How often are they
revised and reviewed? Do you regard the decision making process
as centralized or decentralized?
4. How are the policies communicated to the Bills Officers for
implementation?




1. How are the major activities inside the Bills Department
being organized?
2. How does the Bills Department relate to the Credit/Marketing
Department?
3. Does your Bank provide the following trade financing instruments?
And what are their relative volume?
a. Letter of credit




4. How does your Bank record the payment of each customer? Does
your Bank use computers in the processes of billing, accounting
and collection of outstanding accounts? If yes, when?
5. How is the Bills Department being evaluated?
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C. Risk Assessment & Credit Analysis
1. In various forms of trade finance instruments, what are the risk
elements involved? How does your Bank protect from risk when
granting facilities to the client?
2. How and by whom is the credit analysis being processed?
3• What does your Bank want to find out in the process of
financial statement analysis?
4. What are the sources for obtaining credit information of
your customers?
5. How does your Bank protect the risk involved when granting
facilities to the client?
6. What types of security are usually required by your Bank in
granting facilities? What is the margin (security value/
facilities amount) of each major security (eg. property, shares,
merchandise)? In what situation does your Bank waive the
security requirement?
7. What are your Bank's policies in handling problem loans?
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D. Marketing
1. How does your Bank classify your customers?
a. By nationality,
b. By industry,
c. By size of company or
d. By other method.
Which category(ies) of the above is (are) the major target
market of your Bank?
2. How does. your Bank get new customers and increase the
business share of the existing customers?
3. Does your Bank have a marketing model in marketing the trade
finance instruments? If yes, what is it?
4. Who are the keen competitors of your Bank in trade financing
business-- local banks or foreign banks? And why?
5. What are the competitive and pricing strategies of your Bank?
6. What are the key elements to survive and grow in the market?
7. What do you think are the major obstacles and the future prospects





and practice forInternational Chamber of Commerce
1212 Avenueof the Americas
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oreword to the 1974 revlston
many years the ICC Banking Commissionhas contributed to the A bankis authorizedto negotiateundera credit either
cilitation of International trade through the formulation of sots of
1 by beingspecifically nominatedin the credit, orlos governing documentarycredits. The last (1962) revision of the
ii by the credit beingfreely negotiablebyanybank.WormCustoms and Practice for Documentary Credits, published f. A beneficiarycanin nocaseavail himselfof the contractualrelation-ICC Brochure 222, was used by the banks and banking associations
ships existing betweenbanks or betweenthe applicant for thevirtually every countryand territory in the world.
credit andthe issuing bank.
insiderable changeshave since taken place In International trading
d transport techniques. Termsof purchaseand sale have swungfrom
A. Form and notification of credits9 traditional FOBand CIF towards Delivered to Buyer's Premises
d the through, multi-modal movementof unitized cargo is increas- Article 1
Ily competingwith the traditional single-modecarriage of break-bulk
a. Credits maybe eitherrgo. Consequential changes have becomenecessary in documentary
adit practice. i revocable.or
11irrevocable.
orefore wehave taken a careful and critical look at the 1962 rules.
b. All credits. therefore. shouldclearly indicate whetherthey are revo.ionding them as appropriate to fit the 1970's and prepare for the cableor irrevocable.
30's. The changes madeparticularly concern the documentaryas-
C. In the absenceof suchindication the credit shall b, deemedto bets of multi-modal transport and unitized cargoes, the easier pro- revocable.
tion and processing of documentsin short form, and the problem
slate documents. Article 2
A revocable credit maybe amendedor cancelled at any momentiision has been greatly assisted by the cooperation of the United
withoutprior notice to the beneficiary. However,the issuingbankisions Commissionon International Trade Law (UNCITRAL). Banks boundto reimbursea branchor other bankto whichsucha credit hasthe Socialist countries have also contributed throu,,h an a hoc been transmitted and madeavailable for payment,acceptanceorrking Party.
negotiation,for anypiyment,acceptanceor negotiationcomplyingwith
the termsandconditionsof the credit andany amendmentsreceived
conclusion I would like to give our wholehearted thanks to the up to the time of payment,acceptanceor negotiation madeby such
branchor other bankprior to receipt by it of notice of amendmentorairman of the Banking Con ,olssion, Jernard Whobleand the Com- of cancellation.
slon membersfor their untiring efforts to achieve agreementon this
Article 3st important text, and to the manyICC memberswho have given
it executivestime to workon the newrevision.
a. Anirrevocable credit constitutes a definite undertakingof the issuingCarl-Henrik Winqwist bank, providedthat the termsandconditionsof the credit are com-pliedwith:Secretary General of the ICC
i to pay, or that paymentwill be made.if the credit providesfor pay-
ment.whetheragainsta draft or not:neral provisions and definitions
11 to acceptdrafts if the credit providesfor acceptancebythe issuing
bankor to be responsiblefor their acceptanceandpaymentat maturityTheseprovisionsanddefinitionsandthe followingarticles applyto all if the credit providesfor the acceptanceof drafts drawnonthe app!,.documentarycredits andare bindinguponall parties thereto unless
otherwiseexpresslyagreed. cant for the credit or anyother draweespecified in the credit
iii to purchase/negotiate, without recourseto drawersand/or bonaFor the purposesof suchprovisions,definitions andarticles the ex- fide holders,drafts drawnbythe beneficiary.at sight or at a tenor, onpressions documentarycredit(s) and credit(s) usedtherein mean the applicant for the credit or on anyother draweespecified in the
any arrangement,howevernamedor described, wherebya bank(the credit, or to providefor purchase/negotiationby anotherbank,of theissuing bank), acting at the requestandin accordancewith the in- credit providesfor purchase/negotiation.
structionsof a customer(the applicarit for the credit).
b. Anirrevocable credit maybe advisedto a beneficiary throughanotheri is to makepaymento or to the order of a third party (the bene- bank(the advisingbank)withoutengagementon the part of that bank,ficiary). or is to pay, acceptor negotiatebills of exchange(drafts)drawnbythe beneficiary,or but whenan issuing bank authorizes or requests another bank to
confirmits irrevocablecredit andthe latter doesso, suchconfirmationii authorizes suchpaymentsto be madeor suchdrafts to be paid, constitutesa definite undertakingof the confirmingbankin additiontoacceptedor negotiated by another bank.
the undertakingof the issuingbank,providedthat the termsandcon-ditions of the credit are compliedwith:againststipulated documents,providedthat the termsandconditions
of the credit are compliedwith. i to pay, if the credit is payableat its owncounters,whetheragainst
a draft or not, or that paymentwill be madeif the credit providesforCredits, by their nature, are separatetransactionsfromthe sales or paymentelsewhere
other contracts on whichthey maybe basedandbanksare in no way
concernedwith or boundby suchcontracts. ii to acceptdrafts if the credit providesfor acceptanceby the con-
firming bank,at its owncounters,or to be responsiblefor their ac-Credit instructions andthe credits themselvesmustbe completeand ceptanceandpaymentat maturity if the credit providesfor the ac-precise.
ceptanceof drafts drawnonthe applicantfor the credit or anyotherdraweespecifiedin the creditIn order to guardagainst confusionandmisunderstanding,issuing
banksshoulddiscourageanyattemptby the applicant for the credit iii to purchase/negotiate. withoutrecourseto drawersand/or bonato includeexcessivedetail. fide holders,drafts drawnbythe beneficiary,at sight or at a tenor, on
the issuingbank,or on the applicant for the credit or on anyotherThebankfirst entitled to exercisethe optionavailable underArticle
draweespecified in the credit, if the credit providesfor purchase/32 b. shall be the bankauthorizedto pay, acceptor negotiateunder negotiation.
a credit. Thedecisionof suchbankshall bind all partfos concerned
C. Suchundertakingscan neither be amendednor cancelled without theA bankis authorizedto payor acceptundera credit by beingspeci-fically nominatedin the credit. agreementof all parties thereto. Partial acceptanceof amendmentsis
not effective withoutthe agreementof all parties thereto.
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Article 0ticle 4 banksassumeno liability or responsibility for the form, sufficiency.Whenan Issuing bankInstructs a bankby cnbte, telegramor-telex to
accuracy.genuineness.falsification or legal effect of anydocuments.advisen credit. andintendsthe mail confirmationto be the operative
or for the generaland/orparticular conditionsstipulated in the docu-credit Instrument,the cable, telegramor telex muststate that the credit
mentsor superimposedthereon nor do they assumeany liability orwill only be etlective on receipt of suchmail confirmation. In this
responsibilityfor the description.quantity. weight,quality, condition,event, the issuingbankmustsendthe operativecredit instrument(mail packing,delivery, valueor existenceof the goodsrepresentedthereby,confirmation) and any subsequentamendmentsto the credit to tho
or for the goodfaith or acts and/or omissions,solvency,performancebeneficiary throughthe advisingbank.
or standingof the consignor,the carriers or the insurersof the goods
The issuing bankwill be responsible for any consequencesarising or any other personwhomsoever.
fromits failure to follow the procedureset out In the precedingpara-
graph. Article 10
Banksassumenoliability or responsibilityfor the consequencesarisingUnlessa cable, telegramor telex states details to follow (or words
out of delay and/or loss in transit of anymessages,letters or docu-of similar effect), or states that the mail confirmationis to be the
ments,or for delay, mutilationor othererrors arising in the transmis-operativecredit instrument,the cable, telegramor telex will be deemed
sion of cables, telegrams or telex. Banksassumeno liability orto be the operative credit instrumentandthe issuing bankneednot
responsibility for errors in translation or interpretation of technicalsendthe mail confirmation to the advising bank.
terms,andreservethe right to transmitcredit termswithouttranslating
ticle 5 them.
Whena bankis instructed by cable, telegramor telex to issue, con-
Article 11firm or advisea credit similar in termsto onepreviouslyestablished
Banksassumeno liability or responsibility for consequencesarisingand whichhas been the subject of amendments,it shall be under-
outof the interruptionof their businessbyActsof God,riots, civil com-stoodthat the details of the credit beingissued,confirmedor advised
motions.insurrections, warsor anyother causesbeyondtheir controlwill be transmitted to the beneficiary excluding the amendments,
or byanystrikes or lockouts.Unlessspecifically authorized,bankswillunless the instructions specify clearly any amendmentswhichare to
not effect payment,acceptanceor negotiation after expiration underapply.
credits expiringduringsuchinterruptionof business.
ticle 6
Article 12If incompleteor unclear instructions are receivedto issue, confirm
or advisea credit, the bankrequestedto act onsuchinstructionsmay e, Banksutilizing the services of anotherbankfor the purposeof giving
effect to the instructionsof the applicantfor the credit doso for thegivepreliminarynotificationof the credit to the beneficiaryfor informa-
tion only andwithoutresponsibility in this eventthe credit will be accountandat the risk of the latter.
issued, confirmedor advisedonly whenthe necessaryinformationhas b, Banksassumeno liability or responsibility shouldthe instructions they
beenreceived. trr nsmitnot be carried out, evenit they havethemselvestaken the
initiative in the choiceof suchother bank.
C. Theapplicant for the credit shall be boundby andliable to indemnify
the banksagainst all obligations and responsibilities imposedbyLlabiliti es and responsibilities
foreign lawsandusages.
rticle 7 Article 13Banksmustexamineall documentswith reasonablecare to ascertain A payingor negotiating bankwhichhasbeenauthorizedto claim re-that they appearon their lace to be in accordancewith the termsand imbursementfrom a third bank nominatedby the issuing bank andconditionsof thn credit. Documentswhichappearon their face to be whichhaseffected suchpaymentor negotiationshall not be requiredinconsistentwith oneanotherwill be con-cidereda, not appearingon to confirmto the third bankthat it hasdoneso in accordancewith thetheir face to be in accordancewith the termsani conditionsof the termsandconditionsof the credit.
credit.
rticle 8
In documentarycredit operationsall parties concernedeal in docu- C. Documents
mentsandnot in goods.
Payment.acceptanceor negotiation against documentswhichappear Article 14
on their face to be in accordancewith the termsandconditionsof a a. All instructionsto issue. confirmor advisea credit muststate preciselycredit bya bankauthorizedto doso. bindsthe partygivingthe. authori- the documentsaq iinst whichpayment.acceptanceor negotiation Is
zation to take up the documentsand reimbursethe bankwhichhas to be made.effected the payment,acceptanceor negotiation. b Terms such as first class. well known, qualified and the like
If. uponreceipt of the documents.the issuingbankconsidersthat they shall not be usedto describethe issuersof anydocumentscalled for
appearon their face not to be in accordancewith the termsandcon- undercredits andif they are incorporatedin the credit termsbanksditions of the credit, that bankmustdetermine,on the basis of the will acceptdocumentsas tendered.documentsatone, whetherto claim that payment,acceptanceor nego-
tiation wasnot effected in accordancewith the termsandconditions C1 Documents evidencing shipment or dispatch
or taking In charge(shippingdocuments).of thecredit.
Theissuing bankshall haven reasonabletime to examinethe docu- Article 15mentsandto determineos abovewhelhcrto makrisucha Claim. Exceptas statedin Article 20, the dateof the Bill of Lading.or the date
If suchclaimis to be made.noticeto that effect. stating the reasons of any other documentevidencingshipmentor dispatchor taking in
therefor, must,withoutdelay, be givenby cable or other expeditious charge.or the data indicatedin the receptionstampor by notationon
meansto the bankfromwhichthe documentshnvobeenreceived (the any suchdocument.will be taken in each case to be the date of
remitting bank) and suchnotice muststate that the documentsare shipmentor dispatch or taking in chargeof the goods.beingheld at the disposalof suchbankor are beingreturnedthereto.
Article 16It the issuingbankfads to hold the documentsat the disposalof the
If wordsclearly indicating paymentor prepaymentof freight, howeverremittingbank,or fadsto return thu documentso suchbank,the issu•
namedor doscribod. Appearby stampor otherwise on documentsing bankshall boprecludedfromclaimingthat the relative payment,
evidencingshipmentor dispatchor taking In chargethey will be ac-acceptanceor negotiation wasnot effected in accordancewith the
ceptedas constitutingevidenceof paymentof freight.termsand.Conditionsof the credit.
If the remitting bankdrawsthe attention of the Issuing hankto any b If the wordsfreight pre-payable or freight to be prepaid or words
irregularities in the documentsor advisessuchbankthat it haspaid. of similar effect appearby stampor otherwiseonsuchdocumentshey
acceptedor negotiatedunderreserveor againsta guaranteein respect will not beacceptedas constitutingevidenceof the paymentof freight.
of suchirregularities, the issuingbankshall not therebybe relinvod
c. Unlessotherwisespecified in the credit or inconsistentwith anyof thefromanyof its obligationsunderthis article. Suchguaranteeor reserve documentspresentedunderthe credit, bankswill accept documentsconcernsonly the relations betweenthe remitting bank and the
stating that freight or transportationchargesare payableondelivery.beneficiary.
78Othorshippingdocuments,etc.flanks will accept shippingdocumentsbearing reference by stompor C. 1.3
otherwiseto costsaddilional to the freight charges,suchas costsof,
Article 24or disbursementsIncurred in connectionwith loading, unloadingor
Bankswill considera Railwayor Inland WaterwayBill of Ladingorsimilar operations,unlessthe conditionsof the credit specifically pro-
hibit suchreference. ConsignmentNote, CounterfoilWaybill, Postal Receipt, Certificate of
Mailing. Air Mail Receipt, Air Waybill, Air ConsignmentNoteor Air
Receipt, TruckingCompanyBill of Ladingor anyother similar docu-Article17
mentas regular whensuch documentbears the reception stampof
Shippingdocumentswhichbear n clause on the Inca thereof suchas the carrier or his agent,or whenit bearsa signaturepurportingto be
shipper's toad and count or said by shipper to contain or word that of the carrier or his agent.of similar effect. will be acceptedunlessotherwisespecified in the
credit. Article 25
Wherea credit calls for anattestationor certification of weightin theArticle18 caseof transportother than by sea, bankswill accepta weightstamp
A clean shippingdocumentis onewhichbearsno superimposedclause or declaration of weightsuperimposedby the carrier on the shipping
documentunlessthe credit calls for a separateor independentcertifi-or notationwhichexpresslydeclaresa defectiveconditionof the goods
cateof weight.and/or the packaging.
Bankswill refuse shippingdocumentsbearing suchclausesor notn- Insurancedocuments.C. 2tipns unlessthe credit expresslystates the CIDUS03or notationswhich
Article 26maybe accepted.
Insurancedocumentsmustbe as specified in the credit, andmustbea.MarinoDills of Lading. issuodand/or signedby insurancecompaniesor their agents or by
undarwr,ters.rtlcle 19
Covernotesissuedby brokerswill not be accepted,unlessspecifica:lyUnlessspecifically authorizedin the credit. Bills of Ladingof the
authorizedin the credit.followingnaturewill be rejected:
i Bills of Ladingissuedbyforwardingagents. Article 27
it Bills of Ladingwhichare issuedunderandare subjectto the condi- Unlessotherwisespecifiedin the credit, or unlessthe insurancedocu-tionsof P Charter-Party.
mentspresentedestablishthat the coveris effective at the latest fromits Bills of Ladingcoveringshipmentbysailing vessels. the date of shipmentor dispatchor, In the caseof combinedtransport.
the date of taking the goodsin charge, bankswill refuse insuranceHowever.subject to the aboveandunlessotherwisespecified in the
documentspresentedwhichboara date later than the date of shipmentcredit. Bills of Ladingof the followingnaturewill beaccepted:
or dispatchor. in the caseof combinedtransport, the date of takingi ThroughBills of Lading issued by shipping companiesor their
the goods-in charge, as evidencedby the shippingdocuments.agentseventhoughthey coverseveral modesof transport.
it ShortFormBills of Lading(i.e. Bills of Ladingissuedby shipping Article 28
companiesor their agentswhichindicate someor all of the conditions
Unlessotherwisespecified in the credit.,the insurancedocumentmustof carriage by referenceto a sourceor documentother than the Bill
be expressedin the samecurrencyas the credit.of Lading).
in Bills of Ladingissuedby shippingcompaniesor their agentscover- b The minimumamountfor which insurance mustbe effected is the CIF
ing unitized cargoes,suchas thoseonpallets or in Containers. value of the goodsconcerned.However,whenthe CIF value of the
goodscannotbe determinedfrom the documentson their face, banks
will accept as suchminimumamounthe amountof the drawingunderArticle 20
the credit or the amountof the relative commercialinvoice, whichever
Unlessotherwisespecified in the credit, Bills of Ladingmustshow is thegreater.that the goodsare loadedon boarda namedvessel or shippedon a
namedvessel. Article 29
Loadingon boarda namedvessel or shipmenton a namedvessel may Credits shouldexprosslystnte the type of insurancerequiredand, it
beevidencedeither bya Bill of Ladingbearingwordingindicatingload- any, the additional risks whichare to be vered. Imprecisetermssuch
ing on board a namedvessel or shipmenton a namedvessel, or by as usual risks or customaryrisks s. ,jld not L. used: however.if
meansof a notation to that effect on the Bill of Ladingsignedor suchimprecisetermsare used,bankswill acceptinsurancedocuments
initialled anddatedby the carrier or his agent, andthe date of this as tendered.
notation shall be regardedas the date of loadingon boardthe named b, Failing specific instructions, bankswill accept insurancecover asvesselor shipmenton the namedvessel. tendered.
Article21 Article 30
Unlesstranshipmentis prohibited by the termsof the credit. Bills Wherea credit stipulates insuranceagainst all risks. bankswill
of Ladingwill be acceptedwhichindicate that the good,will be tran• acceptan insurancedocumentwhichcontainsany all risks notation
shippeden route, providedthe entire voyageis coveredby oneandthe or clause,andwill assumenoresponsibilityif anyparticularrisk is not
sameBill of Lading. covered.
Bills of Ladingincorporatingprintedclausesstating that the carriers Article 31havethe right to tranship will be acceptednotwithstandingthe fact
that the credit prohibitstranshipment. Bankswill acceptan insurancedocumentwhichindicatesthat the cover
is subjectto a franchiseor anexcess(deductible),unlessit is specifi.
cally statedin the credit that the insurancemustbeissuedirrespectiveArticle 22
of percentage.1. Bankswill refuse a Bill of Ladingstating that the goodsare loaded
ondeck,unlessspecifically authorizedin the credit. Commercialinvoices.C. 3
Bankswill not refusea Bill of Ladingwhichcontainsa provisionthat Article 32the goodsmaybe carried on deck, providedit doesnot specifically
Unlessotherwisespecified in the credit, commercialinvoicesmustbestate that theyare loadedondeck.
modeout in the nameof the applicantfor the credit.
Combinedtraniporl documonts. b, Unlessotherwisespecified in the credit, banksmayrefuse commercial
invoicesissuedfor amountsin excessof the amountpermittedby theArticle 23
credit.
if the credit calls for a combinedtransportdocument.I e. onewhich
c. The description of the goodsin the commercialinvoice mustcorre-providesfor a combinedtransport by at least twodifferent modesof
spondwith the descriptionin the credit. In all other documentsthetransport, froma place at whichthe goodsare taken in charge' to a goodsmaybe describedin general terms not inconsistent with theplacedesignatedfor delivery, or if the credit providesfor a combined descriptionof the goodsin the credit.transport, but in either casedoesnot specify the formof document
requiredand/or the issuer of suchdocument,bankswill acceptsuch Other documents.C. 4documentsas tendered.
Article 33It the combinedtransportincludestransportby seathe documentwill
Whenother documentsare required. such as WarehouseReceipts,be acceptedalthoughit doesnot indicate that the goodsare onboard
a namedvessel, andalthoughit containsa provisionthat the goods.it DeliveryOrders,ConsularInvoices, Certificates of Origin, of Weight.
packedin a Container,maybe carried on dock, providedit doesnot of Oualityor of Analysisetc. andwhennofurther definition is given,
specifically state that they ar loadedondeck. bankswill accept suchdocumentsas tendered.
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Article 4.




Article 43The wordsabout, circa or similar expressionsusedin Connection
with the amountof tho credit or the quantity or the unt prce of the The terms first half. secondhalf of a monthshall be construsqgoodsare to be construedas allowinga differencenot to exceed10°•* respectivelyas fromthe 1st to the 15th, andthe 16th to the last da,moreor 10%less.
of eachmonth,inclusive:
b. Unlessa credit stipulates that the quantity of the goodsspecified must
not be exceededor reduceda tolerance of 3%moreor 3%less w.Il Article 44
be permissible,alwaysprovidedthat the total dauntof the drawings The terms beginning. middle, or end of a monthshall be condoesnot exceedthe amountof the credit. This tolerance doesnot
struedrespectivelyas fromthe 1st to the 10th. the 11th to the 20thapply whenthe credit specifies quantity in termsof a stated number andthe 21st to the last day of eachmonth,inclusive.of packingunits or individual items.
Partial shipments. Article 45
Article 35 Whena bankissuing a credit instructs that the credit be confirmeq
or advisedas available for one month,for six monthsor the Iikea. Partial shipmentsare allowed, unless the credit specifically states but doesnot specify the date fromwhichthe time is to run, the conotherwise. firming or advisingbankwill confirmor advisethe credit as expirint
b. Shipmentsmadeon the sameship and for the samevoyage,even it the at the endof suchindicatedperiodfromthe date of its confirmat,ov
Bills of lading evidencingshipmenton boardbear different dates or advice.
and/or indicate different ports of shipment,will not be regardedas
partial shipments.
Article 36 E. Transfer
It shipmentby instalmentswithin givenperiodsis stipulated andany
instatmontis not sh.ppedwithin the periodallowedfor that instalment. Article 46the credit ceasesto beavailablefor that or anysubsequentinstalments.
unlessotherwisespecifiedin the credit. a. A transferable credit is a credit underwhichthe beneficiary has the
right to give instructionsto the bankcalled uponto effect paymentoExplrydate. acceptanceor to anybankentitled to effect negotiationto makethe
Article 37 credit availablein wholeor in part to oneor morethird parties (seconc
beneficiaries).All credits. whetherevocableor irrevocable.muststipulate an expiry
date for presentationof documentsfor payment,acceptanceor nego- b. Thebankrequestedto effect the transfer. whether't hasconfirmedthr
tiation. notwithstandingthe stipulation of a latest date for shipment. credit or not. shall beundernoobligationto effect suchtransferexcep'
to the extent andin the mannerexpresslyconsentedto by suchbunkArticle 38
anduntil suchbank'schargesIn respect of transfer are paid.The wordsto. until, till and wordsof similar import applying
c. Bankchargesin respectof transfers are payableby the first beneficiaryto the stipulated expiry date for presentationof documentsfor pay-
unlessotherwisespecified.ment,acceptanceor negotiation, or to the stipulated latest date for
shipment.will be understoodto include the date mentioned. d. A credit canbe transferred only if it is expresslydesignatedas trans-
ferable by the issuing bank. Terms such as divisible. frac-Article 39
tionable. assignable and transmissible add nothing to the mean-a. Whenthe stipulated expiry date falls on a day on which banksare ing of the termtransferable andshall not be used.closedfor reasonsother thanthosementionedin Article 11, the expiry
datewill beextendeduntil the first followingbusinessday. e. A transferable credit can be transferred once only. Fractions of a
transferablecredit (riot exceedingin the aggregatethe amountof theb. The latest day for shipmentshall not be extendedby reason of the
credit) canbetransferredseparately,providedpartial shipmentsare notextensionof oneexpirydate in accordancewith this Article. Wherethe
prohibited, andthe aggregateof suchtransfers will be consideredascredit stipulates a latest date for shipment,shippingdocumentsdated
constitutingonly onetransfer of the credit. Thecredit canbe trans-later thansuchstipulateddate will not be accepted.If nolatest date
ferred onlyonthe termsandconditionsspecifiedin the original credit.for shipmentis stipulatedin the credit, shippingdocumentsdatedlater
with the exceptionof the amountof the credit, of anyunit pricesstatedthan the expiry date stipulated in the credit or amendmentsthereto
therein, andof the periodof validity or periodfor shipment,anyor allwill not be accepted. Documentsother than the shippingdocuments
of whichmaybe reducedor curtailed.may.however,be datedup to andincludingthe extendedexpiry date.
C. Bankspaying, accepting or negotiating on suchextendedexpiry date Additionally. the nameof the first beneficiarycanbe substitutedfo
mustaddto the documentshe r certification in the folowingwording: that of the applicantfor the credit, but if the nameof the applicantfog
Presentedfor payment(or acceptanceor negotiation as the case the credit is specificallyrequiredbythe originalcredit to appearin anj
maybe) within the expiry date extendedin accordancewith Article 39 documentother than the invoice, suchrequirementmustbe fulfilled
of the UniformCustoms.
Thefirst beneficiaryhasthe right to substitutehis owninvoicesforShipment,loadingor dispatch. theseof the secondbeneficiary, for amountsnot in excessof the orig-
inal arnountstipulatedin the credit andfor the original unit pricesifArticle 40
stipulated in the credit, anduponsuchsubstitution of invoicesthea. Unlessthe terms of the credit indicate otherwise, the wordsdepar-
first beneficiarycandrawunderthe credit for the difference, if any.ture, dispatch, loading or sailing usedin stipulating the latest betweenhis invoices andthe secondbeneficiary's invoices. Whenadale for shipmentof the goodswill be understoodto be synonymouswith shipment. credit hasbeentransferredandthe first beneficiaryis to supplyhis
owninvoices in exchangefor the secondbeneficiary's invoices but
b. Expressions such as prompt, immediately, as soon as possible fails to do so on first demand,the paying, acceptingor negotiating
andthe like shouldnot be used.If theyare used,bankswill interpret bankhas the right to deliver to the issuing bankthe documentsre-
themas a requestfor shipmentwithin thirty daysfromthe data onthe ceivedunderthe credit, includingthe secondbeneficiary's invoices.
adviceof the credit to the beneficiary by the issuingbankor by an withoutfurther responsibilityto the first beneficiary.
advisingbank,as tho casemaybe.
g, Thefirst beneficiary of a transferable credit can transfer the creditC. The expression on or about and similar expressionswill be inter- to a secondbeneficiary in the samecountry or In another countrypretedas a requestfor shipmentduringthe periodfromfive daysbefore
unlessthe credit specifically states otherwise.Thefirst beneficiaryto five daysafter the specifieddate, bothenddaysincluded.
shall havethe right to requestthat paymentor negotiationbe effected
Presentation. to the secondbeneficiary at the place to whichthe credit hasbeen
transferred,upto andincludingthe expirydateof the original credit.Article 41
andwithoutprejudiceto the first beneficiary'sright subsequentlyto
Notwithstandingthe requirementof Article 37 that everycredit must substitutehis owninvoicesfor thoseof the secondbeneficiaryandto
stipulate an expiry date for prosentat?onof documents,credits must claimanydifferencedueto him.
also stipulate a specifiedperiodof timeafter the dateof issuanceof
the Bills of Ladingor othershippingdocumentsduringwhichpresenta- Article 47tion of documentsfor payment.acceptanceor negotiation mustbe
made.If nosuchperiodof timeis stipulatedin the credit, bankswill Thefact that a credit is not statedto betransferableshall not affect
refuse. documentspresentedto themlater than21 daysafter the date the beneficiary's rights to assign the proceedsof suchcredit in
of issuanceof the Bills of Ladingor othershippingdocuments. accordancewith the provisionsof the applicable law.
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Appendix III.
IFORM RULES FOR COLLECTIONS
printed With Pernission of the ICC Publishing Corp. lne
neral Provisions and ii the remitting bank which is the bank to which
efinitions the principal has entrusted the operation of collec-
tion
iii the collecting bank which is any bank, otherThese provisions and definitions and the following
than the remitting bank, involved in processingarticles apply to all collections as defined in (B)
the collection orderbelow and are binding upon all parties thereto unless
otherwise expressly agreed or unless contrary to iv the presenting bank which is the coiiecting
the provisions of a national, state or local law and/or bank making presentation to the drawee
regulation which cannot be departed from.
3. The drawee is the one to whom presentation
For the purpose of such provisions, definitions is to be made according to the collection order.
and articles:
i Collection means the handling by banks, on C. All documents sent for collection must be accom-instructions received, of documents as defined in
panied by a collection order giving complete and(ii) below, in order to precise instructions. Banks are only permitted to
a) obtain acceptance and/or, as the case may be, act upon the instructions given in such collection
payment, or order, and in accordance with these Rules.
b) deliver commercial documents against accep-
If any bank cannot, for any reason, comply with the
tance and/or, as the case may be. against pay- instructions given in the collection order received
ment,or by it, it must immediately advise the party from
c) deliver documents on other terms and conditions. whomit received the collection order.
ii Documents means financial documents and/
or commercial documents: Liabilities a,nd Responsibilities
a) financial documents means bills of exchange,
promissory notes, cheques, payment receipts or Article 1
other similar instruments used for obtaining the
payment of money
Banks will act in good faith and exercise reasonable
b) commercial documents means invoices,
care.
shipping documents, documents of title or other
similar documents, or any other documents what-
Article 2soever, not being financial documents.
iii Clean collection means collection of finan- Banks must verify that the documents received
cial documents not accompanied by commercial
appear to be as listed in the collection order and
documents. must immediately advise the party from whom
the collection order was received of any documentsiv Documentary collection means collection
of missing.
a) financial documents accompanied by commer- Banks have no further obligation to examine the
cial documents
documents.
b) commercial documents not accompanied by
Article 3financial documents.
The 'parties thereto are:
For the purpose of giving effect to the instructions
of the principal, the remining bank will utilise asthe principal who is the customer entrusting
the collecting bank:the operation of collection to his bank
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any necessary endorsements or place any rubber
ii any bank, of its own or another bank's choke, stamp or other identifying marks or symbols
in the country of payment or acceptance, as the customary to or required for the collection operation.
case may be.
Article 8The documents and the collection order may be
sent to the collecting bank directly othrough
Collection orders should bear the complete addressanother bank as intermediary.
of the drawee or of the domicile at which presenta-
tion is to be made. If the address is incomplete orBanks utilising the services of other banks for the
incorrect, the collecting bank may, without obliga-purpose of giving effect to the instructions of the
tion and responsibility on its part, endeavour toprincipal do so for the account of and at the risk
ascertain the, proper address.of the latter.
The principal shall be bound by and liable to in- Article 9
cemmfy the banks against all obligations and
responsibilities imposed by foreign laws or usages. in the case of documents payable at sight the
presenting bank must make presentation for pay-
Article 4 ment without delay
In the case of documents payable at a tenor otherBanks concerned with a collection assume no lia-
than sight the presenting bank must, where acceo-bility or responsibility for the consequencesarising
tance is called for, make presentation for accep-out of delay and/or loss in transit of any messages,
tance without delay, and where payment is calledletters or documents or for delay, mutilation or
for, make presentation for payment not later thanother errors arising in the transmission of cables,
the appropnate maturity date.telegrams, telex, or communication by electronic
systems, or for errors in translation or interpretation
Article 10of technical terms.
In respect of adocumentary collection including aArticle 5
bill of exchange payable at a future date, the
collection order should state whether the commer-Banks concerned with a collection assume no ha-
cial documents are to be released to the draweebility or responsibility for consequences a sing
against acceptance (D/A) or against payment (D/P).out of the interruption of their business by Acts of
God, riots, civil commotions, insurrections, wars,
or any other causes beyond their control or by In thhe absence of such statement, the commercial
documents will be released only against payment.strikes or lockouts.
Article 6
Payment.
Goods should not be dispatched direct to the
address of a bank or consigned to a bank without Article 11
prior agreement on the part of that bank.
In the event of goods being dispatched direct to In the case of documents payable in the currency
the address of a bank or consigned to a bank for of the country of payment (local currency), the
delivery to a drawee against payment or acceptance presenting bank must, unless otherwise instructed
or upon other terms without prior agreement on in the collection order, only release the documents
the part of that bank, the bank has no obligation to to the drawee against payment in local currency
take delivery of the goods, which remain at the which is immediately available for disposal in the
risk and responsibility of the party dispatching the manner specified in the collection order.
goods.
Article 12
In the case of documents payable in a currency
other than that of the country of payment (foreign
Article 7 currency), the, presenting bank must, unless other-
wise instructed in the collection order, only release
Documents are to be presented to the drawee in the documents to the drawee against payment in
the form in which they are received, except that the relative foreign currency which can immedia-
remitting and collecting banks are authorized to tely be remitted in accordance with the instructions
affix any necessary stamps, at the expense of the given in the collection order.
principal unless otherwise instructed, and to make
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Article 13 Protest
In respect of clean collections partial payments Article 17
may be accepted if and to the extent to which and
on the conditions on which partial Oyments are
The collection order should give specific instruc-authorized by the law in force in the place.of
tions regarding protest (or other legal process inpayment. The documents will only be released to
lieu thereof). in the event of non-acceptance orthe drawee when full payment thereof has been
non-payment.received.
In the absence of such specific instructions theIn respect of documentary collections partial pay-
banks concerned with the collection have no obli-ments will only be accepted if specifically authorized
gation to have the documents protested (or sub-in the collection order. However, unless otherwise
jected to other legal process in lieu thereof) forinstructed, the presenting bank will only release
non-payment or non-acceptance.the documents to the drawee after full payment
has been received.
Any charges and/or expenses incurred by banks
in connection with. such protest or other legalIn all cases partial payments will only be accepted
process will be for the account of the principal.subject to compliance with the provisions of either
Article 11 or Article 12 as appropriate.
Case-of-Need (Principal'sPartial payment, if accepted, will be dealt with in
Representative) andaccordance with the provisions of Article 14.
Protection of Goods
Article 14
Amounts collected (less charges and/or disburse- Article 18
ments and/or expenses where applicable) must
be made available without delay to the bank from
If the principal nominates a representative to actwhich the collection order was received in accor-
as case-of-need in the event of non-acceptancedance with the instructions contained in the col-
and/or non-payment the collection order shouldlection order.
clearly and fully indicate the powers of such case-
of-need.Acceptance
In the absence of such indication banks will not
accept any instructions from the case-of-need.Article 15
Article 19
The presenting bank is responsible for seeing
that the form of the acceptance of a bill of exchange
Banks have no obligation to take any action inappears to be complete and correct, but is not
respect of the goods to which a documentaryresponsible for the genuineness of any signature
collection relates.or for the authority of any signatory to sign the
acceptance.
Nevertheless in the case that banks take action
for the protection of the goods, whether instructed
Promissory Notes, Receipts and
or not, they assume no liability or responsibility
Other Similar Instruments with regard to the fate and/or condition of the
goods and/or for any acts and/or omissions on
the part of any third parties entrusted with the
Article 16 custody and/or protection of the goods. However,
the collecting bank must immediately advise the
bank from which the collection order was receivedThe presenting bank is not responsible for the
of any such action taken.genuineness of any signature or for the authority
of any signatory to sign a promissory note, receipt,
Any charges and/or expenses incurred by banks inor other similar instrument.
connection with any action for the protection of
the goods will he for the account of the principal.
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accompanying financial document(s), if any, anddvice of Fate, etc,
the drawee refuses to pay such interest, the pre-
senting bank may deliver the document(s) against
payment or acceptance as the case may be with-rticle 20
out collecting such interest, unless the collection
order expressly states that such interest may not
Collecting banks are to advise fate in accordance be waived. Where such interest is to be collected
with the following rules: the collection order must bear an indication of the
rate of interest and the period covered. When pay-Form of advice. All advises or information
ment of interest has been refused the presentingfrom the collecting bank to the bank from which
bank must inform the bank from which the col-the collection order was received, must bear appro- lection order was received accordingly.
priate detail including, in all cases, the latter bank's
reference number of the collection order. If the documents include a financial document
containing an unconditional and definitive interest
11 Method of advice. In the absence of specific clause the interest amount is deemed to form part
of the amount of the documents to be collected.instructions, the collecting bank must send all
Accordingly, the interest amount is payable inadvices to the bank from which the collection
addition to the principal amount shown in theorder was received by quickest mail but, if the
collecting bank considers the matter to be urgent, financial document and may not be waived unless
the collection order so authorizes.quicker methods such as cable, telegram, telex, or
communication by electronic systems, etc.may
be used at the expense of the principal. Article 22
iii a) Advice of payment. The collecting bank If the collection order includes an instruction that
must send without delay advice of payment to collection charges and/or expenses are to be for
the bank from which the collection order was
account of the drawee and the drawee refuses to
received, detailing the amount or amounts col- pay them, the presenting bank may deliver the
lected, charges and/or disbursements and/or ex- document(s) against payment or acceptance as
penses deducted, where appropriate, and method the case may be without collecting charger and/or
of disposal of the funds.
expenses unless the collection order expressly
states that such charges and/or expenses may
b) Advice of acceptance. The collecting bank not be waived. When payment of collection charges
must send without delay advice of acceptance to
and/or expenses has been refused the presenting
the bank from which the collection order was bank must inform the bank from which the collec-
received. tion order was received accordingly. Whenever
collection charges and/or expenses are so waived
c) Advice of non-payment or non-acceptance. they will be for the account of the principal, and
The collecting bank must send without delay advice may be deducted from the proceeds.
of non-payment or advice of non-acceptance to
the bank from which the collection order was Should a collection order specifically prohibit the
received.
waiving of collection charges and/or expenses
then neither the remitting nor collecting nor pre-The presenting bank should endeavour to ascertain
senting bank shall be responsible for any costs orthe reasons for such non-payment or non-accep-
delays resulting from this prohibition.tance and advise accordingly the bank from which
the collection order was received. Article 23
On receipt of such advice the remitting bank must,
within a reasonable time, give appropriate instruc-
In all cases where in the express terms of a collec-tions as to the further handling of the documents.
tion order, or under these Rules, disbursements
If such instructions are not received by the pre-
and/or expenses and/or collection charges are tosenting bank within 90 days from its advice of
be borne by the principal, the collecting bank(s)non-payment or non-acceptance, the documents
shall be entitled promptly to recover outlays in
may be returned to the bank from which the col-
respect of disbursements and expenses andlection order was received.
charges from the bank from which the collection
order was received and the remitting bank shall
nterest, Charges, and Expenses
have the right promptly to recover from the princi-
pal any amount so paid out by it, together with its
rticle21 own disbursements, expenses and charges, regard-
less of the fate of the collection.
If the collection order includes an instruction to
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